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About This Game

StuntMANIA Reloaded

is a fast paced 3D car stunt driving and exploration game, where you get to perform the most amazing tricks and stunts in some
really cool environments.

New in StuntMANIA Reloaded is the ability to drift and slide when driving to take some amazing corners and to produce some
awesome burnouts and donuts!
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We have also added the ability to perform many more mid-air stunts, including flips, twists and flat spins. You can also
automatically re-orient the car by pressing the Jump button while mid-air to achieve the perfect landing. Stunts are only awarded

if you land properly, to practice you landings!

Exploding cars
Cars now have a Damage Meter. If it gets to 100%... KA-BOOM! You explode... then re-spawn in a random location. And..

when you explode, your car breaks into bits that stay in the level, so you can drive into them and push them around. It's insanely
fun.. so on, try it out!

ELEVEN Unique Cars
You can select any of the ELEVEN amazing stunt cars each with differing suspension, weight and handling. Any car can be

played in any level in any game mode from an easy to navigate game selection menu (once you have unlocked them).

ELEVEN Amazing Levels
Choose from ELEVEN unique driving environments, filled with stunt and trick ramps, bonuses and hidden challenges including

an awesome Power-Ups that will allow you to take your tricks to a whole new level!

Collect COINS to unlock content
Each level in Go Crazy game mode contains 1x Game mode coin, 1x Level coin (in 3 pieces) and 1x Car coin (in 3 pieces).
Collecting each coin allows you to spend them to unlock other levels, cars and game modes from the main menu. Can you

unlock everything?

Fantastic new Music and Sound FX
Each level has it's own new unique Music track... from Rock and Electric to Zany and Fun, and it never plays the same twice in

a row. The new Music and SFX in StuntMANIA Reloaded will really get your blood pumping!

Awesome POWER-UPS
Each level has randomly placed Power-Ups for you to find and when you do, you will have some amazing new abilities to help

you reach even the highest points in a level or the hardest to find areas.

* Note: SMR graphical requirements are VERY high. If you encounter slow performance, please lower your quality settings and
resolution in the Game-Options screen. Especially when using older Mac hardware.

* Note: Not recommended for Macs with integrated Intel GMA950 Graphics as found in pre 2009 Mac Mini and pre 2008
MacBook.
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Title: StuntMANIA Reloaded
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Racing
Developer:
Sector3 Games
Publisher:
Bigger Boat
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Discreet Shader Model 3 Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch
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Bad hitboxes. All enemies are the same block textures. Not controller enabled. Terrible keyboard control scheme. You have to
hold down left click with mouse just to move, instead of just being able to move with the mouse (huh?). Your ship auto shoots.
There's 3 levels and a bonus levels. The levels are you on the same exact background while a bunch of same-y ships come on
screen. Screen is literally filled with too many bullets you can't dodge and are forced to get hit all the time. There's no health
pickups or anything. You fight like 5 bosses randomly before a final boss on a level, with no rhyme or reason, and if you die you
have to restart it all over again. Bad hitboxes.

2/10.. $2.99. Fired it up just to check it out, thought i would do other stuff. Three and a half hours later I write this. Even if I
didn't play it ever again, it would be far more worth while than the $12 or so for the average two to three hour yawn fest movie.
Much more entertainment dollar value to be found here for sure.
It's pixely space shooty physics fun.
You should buy this.. This is one of the best VR experiences so far. The graphics are amazing. Controls were simple. I never felt
sick at all. Steering the seagull around the island with your head is a blast!. Got super excited about this game. Went into game,
bought a tomato seed. Item description under construction. Tried to open my map, game crashed. Seems like it could be a sweet
follow up to challenger, but in its current state, do NOT buy this. I will change my review if they fix the game and I eagerly
await an update.. First let me get this out of the way: I've played this for probably an hour, despite what steam's weird gametime
tracking thing says. I've played it on a few different computers which is probably why it says I've played it for such a short time.

Secondly: This is probably the second worst game I've gotten on Steam, the worst obviously being Air Control.

In Desert Gunner, you're a guy manning a turret. In the desert. That's literally it. The "multifacited levels" the game description
promises is really just one level where your convoy drives slowly in a straight line and you shoot at things.

Unlike some of the great turret shooters out there (Beachhead 2002, lookin' at you buddy), in this one you'll have NO clue
weather or not you're actually hitting anything. You fire and fire and fire and no visible damage or anything happens. Then
your'e dead. Start the level over again. But when you start the level over again you won't be able to tell because the whole level is
a straight line.

You can switch between guns with the WASD keys, not that the game tells you that. Also, when you start the game up, the three
green dots that are offscreen on the main menu are actually "options", "credits", and "exit" respectively. You simply won't be
able to read them because the game, on all three computers I've tested it on, the game insists on running on a non-native, non
supported resolution.

I've tried it on a 4:3 monitor where it started in 16:9, and a 16:9 where it started in 4:3. No idea why that is, but worth noting:
You won't be able to read half the main menu items.

If you're a gun-nut such as myself, you might be interested in reading the technical specs the game has on all the weaponry you'll
be using. You'll be significantly less interested when you find out that most of them are downright incorrect, and all of them are
wirtten in text with font so small that you can't read them.

All in all, don't waste your dollar. It's not even fun to laugh at like Air Control, it's just a mess. The developer put three seconds
of effort into this, so you should treat them similarly.. Basically, it is impossible to figure out how to play this game. No
explanation of how corporations work or how they relate to the planet $ values which also aren't explained. No useful tooltips.
No in-steam manual and the link to the manual on the company website is dead.

Might be a good game I guess just no way to find out.. It's no Rocket League - but it's fun for a while. after playing through the
first game of this series recently, this one feels like a true gift. pretty much any slight complaint or trouble i had with the first
game, this one solved - the writing has improved even further, there's references for skills and NPCs available, the plot feels
more personal, and there's even more for you to customise about your adventure. lovely experience overall :D. absolutely
amazing game beautiful relistic graphics and epic gameplay , really encourage people to purchase this game , overall i am very
happy and give it a rating of 10/10. WOW THIS GAME IS SO \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING AWESOME! EVERBODY
WHO LOVES JUMPSCARES SHOULD DEFINETLY PLAY THIS!
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I do not care for this game. One map. Boring combat.. A non-biased quick look @ the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyWqTfXGMu0

Hidden is a unique and stylish point and click horror adventure. You play the game as Thomas Farrell, a young anthropologist
and one of the expeditioners behind the search of evidence about the Legend of the Ancients.
Thomas traveled to Buenos Aires, where an old colleague of his uncle Eneko seems to have found an important trail to the
Ancients.
His investigations start in an old boarding house and soon he will realize that there is something hidden beyond the legend. -
Recommended!
. It's a cute game to look at and play.
The play is super easy to pick up but the added perfectionist challenges make it a long process to complete.

It has a nice balance of simple to start and depth to come back to.
The nursery rhyme story telling in it is also a nice touch.

It's a simple puzzler that could be enjoyed by a huge range of ages so worth getting for a parent\/ kid playing experience..
Basically this is Talisman Prologue but with much more bells and whistles. No longer feeling like a overblown demo for
Talisman: Digital, we finally have a campaign system for a wonderful game. If they say you get a dollar an hours worth for a
good game, then thousands of hours in Talisman would say that when I say this good, i mean it.. Extremely fun, can not wait for
more updates. Don't waist your time. The game isn't done and it never will be.. Very good game. Replayability is amazing and
crazy. Developers are kind and dope. Would definitely recommend. 10/10 would play again.. bootiful 10/10
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